Hi, **CMU**. We’re Hudson River Trading. You know, automated trading, the kind that uses **machine learning** and **smart algorithms** to improve market efficiency. HRT is a **tech company** and our people are **physicists and statisticians, engineers and mathematicians**. We’re **CMU**, Harvard, MIT, Stanford, and more. At HRT, responsibility is **distributed** according to individual impact, so becoming a **systems** engineer means you’ll work on challenging **computer science** problems. Become an **algo developer** and you might find yourself looking at **massive** amounts of **market data** and using a variety of tools to come up with **complex** strategies. If you are a **hacker** who wants to work in a powerful computing environment, we want programmers who can reduce latency and increase throughput, in a place where every second counts. And don’t be fooled – **we’re not a typical finance company**: our coders are the most important investment we have – and they know it. It’s no secret that your **compensation will be high** and rewards are **merit-based**. We are proud to be a math and technology company with a culture that mirrors any you’d find in Silicon Valley: we are **code-writing**, **ping-pong-playing**, **challenge-seeking problem solvers**. Join the fun and become a **coder at HRT**. <3

**P.S. – we HRT new york city <3**

---

**WE’RE COMING TO CAMPUS!**

**Friday, April 22**
10:00am - 2:00pm
5th Floor Lobby - Gates Center
by the Pausch Bridge entrance

Stop by for coffee and donuts and to meet HRT Software Engineers and Algorithm Developers!

www.hudson-trading.com